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Lothar Hirneise

Lothar Hirneise is the former Research 
Director of the National Foundation for 
Alternative Medicine in Washington 
D.C. 

He is also the only student of the well-
known Researcher, Dr. Johanna Budwig 
(inventor of the Oil-Protein Diet and the 
famous Budwig Protocol).

For over 22 years, Lothar Hirneise has been Chairman of 
Krebs21, an association that has been investigating non-
universitycancer therapies. 

Since 2006, he has been sharing his knowledge and 
findings in Germany at his 3E Centre (www.3e-centre.
com), as well as during lectures he holds worldwide.  

Lothar notes that more than 90% of those who he sees 
at the 3E-Centre are patients who underwent standard 
cancer treatments, and were subsequently told that 
nothing more could be done, when treatments failed. 

More than 20 years ago, he travelled the world, to seek 
out and study cancer treatments and their success used 
in other countries.  In this journey, Lothar Hirneise and his 
team wereable to show that there were cancer therapies 
and treatments available worldwide that can help patients 

even after they were told that there was not much else that 
could be done to help them. 

Despite countless scientific studies that show that biopsies, 
operations and, above all, radiation, often stimulate cancer 
growth or create new cancer cells, this information is until 
now denied and not accepted. 

Today, Hirneise is able to prove in a scientific way that 
mutations were, not the cause, but a concomitant 
phenomenon,in the development of cancer cells.

Unfortunately, in spite of the many cancer related 
deaths, the knowledge that alternative treatments can 
successfully treat cancer, this is still not accepted, as it is 
against the mainstream of oncology taught in Universities, 
and requires a rethinking.

He feels that it also not surprising that universities will 
not allow the teaching that tumors can develop even for 
people withhealthy DNA.           

As more and more people die of cancer every year, it is 
time to take a closer look at all the myths and dogmas 
associated with oncology and also to end the current and 
established treatments;  the slaughter of the golden calves 
of medicine. He believes that this is the only way we can 
look forward to a change in thinking so that one day we 
will not have to fear cancer as much as we do today.

Speaker

Date :  Saturday, 20th March 2021
Time  : 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Venue :  Online via ZOOM

(Registration starts at 2.30pm)

REGISTRATION IS FREE

Webinar

Learning outcomes: 
• Is the DNA responsible for cancer?

• Are cancer diagnosis safe and reliable?

• How meaningful are conventional cancer 
studies?

• Are there really successful non-university 
cancer therapies? 

• How important are detox therapies for cancer 
patients?

• Is stress a cancer cause?

• Do palliative therapies really prolong life

• Is cancer really a problem of the immune system?

• What can you do when everyone says: We can' t 
do anything anymore?

CANSURVIVE & ITS PURPOSE

Cansurvive is a support and information service for those who are 
challenged with cancer. Not just information and support, but a 
service that offers a greater awareness of the benefits of holistic, 
non-invasive cancer therapies, nutrition and diet, as well as 
orthodox treatments; what is available and where to access them. 
It is a window of light into the world of healing, where the word 

“Terminal” is a challenge, not a death sentence.

Registration link 

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_
FQOJokn_RUSN1Vf8PwuxMg
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